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Theatre Trolleys & Day Stretchers
We know it's a challenge to balance surgeon requirements, carer functionality and patient 
comfort. Whatever the procedure, our recovery beds are carefully designed to maintain this 
balance, while allowing necessary patient access and effective use of space.

Recovery trolleys

Designed for theatre and recovery applications, our trolleys are the trusted option for nursing 
environments across Australia. Contact Modsel on 1300 785 790 for more information.

"Trusted products made for trusted professionals"
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Contour Recline Contour Recline Endo Contour Recline E-Vertex

Contour Jazz

"Trusted products made for trusted professionals"

Click on images on these 3 pages to go on-line for information & videos if available, 
or click on the barouche name to go to the specification page in this document.

Suitable for Endoscopy Designed for head procedures

Contour Portare
Suitable for Endoscopy

Contour Classic
Suitable for Endoscopy
Suitable for C-Arm use
(hydraulic model only)

Contour Endosurge
Suitable for Endoscopy
Designed for C-Arm use

Contour Endo-X

Suitable for Endoscopy
Designed for C-Arm use

Contour E-Vertex

Designed for head procedures
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Stretcher Mattress Premium Stretcher 
Mattress

Orbit-Drive

Dropside Options Stretcher IV Poles Oxy Holders

Document Holder Dropdown Foot Board Weigh Scales

"Trusted products made for trusted professionals"

Accessories
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Dropside Padding Meal Tray

"Trusted products made for trusted professionals"

Accessories

The above accessories are the most commonly requested.
Ask if there is something else you need.

Options
Most models are available as:

• Longer or shorter than standard.
• Wider or narrower than standard.
• Longer and wider than standard.
• Shorter and narrower than standard (Paediatric).
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Contour Recline
A versatile chair to streamline medical procedures and recovery across many healthcare 
facilities.

Features
Multi-purpose treatment and transfer chair for 
ED, Day Surgery, Clinics and Aged Care
460 - 840mm height range with lie-flat and 
forward / reverse tilt
780 x 1150mm overall (1750mm lying flat)
650mm seat with 100mm wider option available
100mm thick premium, removable mattress
User friendly, long life battery operation
300kg weight capacity

 
Glide-away dropsides with no protrusions
Steer/brake pedals on both sides
Sockets on all four corners for many accessories
Twin wheel 150mm castors with double steer
Choice of 7 dropside armrest colours
MADE IN AUSTRALIA

"Trusted products made for trusted professionals"

Return to Menu page
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Contour Recline
Low and safe
Excellent 460mm low height with fold-
under dropsides.

The ultra-low height is combined with 
dropsides that glide down vertically 
under the chair top to provide safe 
access with no protrusions to catch on 
the patients legs or clothes.

Easy egress
Forward tilt facilitates getting on and off.

For aged or disabled patients, a gentle 
incline and the long dropside armrests 
may assist in safer transfer.

Lies flat
The backrest and leg rest move 
independantly or together from chair to 
bed.

You now have the flexibility of sitting a 
patient up to almost 90 degrees or lying 
down completely flat.

Head and foot tilt
A generous 15 degrees top tilt both 
directions.

Position a patient how you need them or 
quickly lower their head down (and feet 
up) in an emergency.

Smart transfer
Conveniently stored handles unfold for 
staff friendly transportation.

Lock in the double steer system, unfold 
the push handles and move forward 
effortlessly on the large castors. The 
unique handle design correctly positions 
the carer while preventing unwanted 
forces being applied directly to the 
patient.

Wide option
100mm wider top option available.

Change the seat width from 650mm to 
750mm wide to easily accommodate 
larger patients. Use our range of colour 
coding choices if required to assist in 
quick identification.

Clear handset
Large simple functions with colour 
assistance.

Position the patient quickly and easily 
with the touch of a button - either by 
independently moving sections or 
applying one touch contouring.

Product Codes
Contour Recline; MPC-C-RET
750mm wide top option; MPC-CA-WCT

Summary
Make better use of your valuable space and streamline your 
department with Modsel’s compact procedure chairs. They are 
easy to move in and out of tight areas meaning a higher 
patient throughput and reduced waiting times. Patients can be 
positioned easily from sitting upright to a full recline, or lay 
completely flat with the stability of twin columns under the 
chair which can be used for CPR or specialised procedures. 
We’ve taken care with every aspect of design to ensure 
comfort and efficiency for both the patient and carer. Pop-up 
push handles ensure best operator positioning while 
preventing transfer movement to the patient. The Contour 
Recline can be tailored for a wide range of areas including 
emergency, day surgery, treatment rooms, aged care, medical 
clinics or as a general purpose stretcher chair.

"Trusted products made for trusted professionals"

Return to Menu page
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Contour Recline Endo
Enhance patient support with ease of access for physicians during procedures such as 
endoscopy.

Features
A treatment, transfer and recovery chair for day 
procedure
Access the patient without losing critical side 
support
530 - 890mm height range with lie-flat and 
forward / reverse tilt
850 x 1200mm overall (1850mm lying flat)
Generous 750mm wide patient surface and seat
100mm thick premium, removable mattress
User friendly, long life battery operation

 
300kg weight capacity
Glide-away dropsides with no protrusions
Steer/brake pedals on both sides
Sockets on all four corners for many accessories
Twin wheel 150mm castors with double steer
Choice of 7 dropside armrest colours
MADE IN AUSTRALIA

"Trusted products made for trusted professionals"

Return to Menu page
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Contour Recline Endo
Low and safe
Excellent 530mm low height with fold-
under dropsides.

The ultra-low height is combined with 
dropsides that glide down vertically 
under the chair top to provide safe 
access with no protrusions to catch on 
the patients legs or clothes.

Lies flat and tilts
The backrest and leg rest move 
independently or together from chair to 
bed with trendelenburg.

You now have the flexibility of sitting a 
patient up to almost 90 degrees or lying 
down completely flat.

Safer access
Lower the dropsides independently to 
ensure clear access to the patient 
without reducing side support.

Smart transfer
Conveniently stored handles unfold for 
staff friendly transportation.

Lock in the double steer system, unfold 
the push handles and move forward 
effortlessly on the large castors. The 
unique handle design correctly positions 
the carer while preventing unwanted 
forces being applied directly to the 
patient.

Clear handset
Large simple functions with colour 
assistance.

Position the patient quickly and easily 
with the touch of a button - either by 
independently moving sections or 
applying one touch contouring.

Summary
Make better use of valuable space and streamline your 
department with the Modsel procedure chairs. They are easy 
to move in and out of tight areas meaning a higher patient 
throughput and reduced waiting times. Patients can be 
positioned easily from sitting upright to a full recline, or lay 
completely flat with the stability of twin columns under the 
chair which can be used for CPR or specialised procedures. 
The unique twin dropside system* ensures extra safety and 
efficiency for both the patient and carer.

*International design patents pending

Product Code
MPC-C-REN

"Trusted products made for trusted professionals"

Return to Menu page
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Contour Recline E-Vertex
A fully electric procedure chair with accurate head positioning and clear access.

Features
Infinitely adjustable headrest for Eye, ENT, Plastics 
and Dental
Stable, rigid locking electronic headrest control
Gap free platform with scalloped or flat headrest 
cushion
460 - 840mm height range with lie-flat and 
forward/reverse tilt
780 x 1150mm sitting (1760mm lying flat)
100mm thick premium, removable mattress

 
User-friendly, long-life battery operation
300kg safe working load
Glide-away dropsides with no protrusions
Steer/brake pedals on both sides
Twin wheel 150mm castors with double steer
Wrist support and pillow support accessories

"Trusted products made for trusted professionals"

Return to Menu page
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Contour Recline E-Vertex
Low and safe
Excellent 460mm low height with fold-
under dropsides.

The ultra-low height is combined with 
dropsides that glide down vertically 
under the chair top to provide safe 
access with no protrusions to catch on 
the patients legs or clothes.

Lies flat
The backrest and leg rest move 
independantly or together from chair to 
bed.

You now have the flexibility of sitting a 
patient up to almost 90 degrees or lying 
down completely flat.

Smart transfer
Conveniently stored handles unfold for 
staff friendly transportation.

Lock in the double steer system, unfold 
the push handles and move forward 
effortlessly on the large castors.

Slim and clean
The ultra thin design safely hides all 
mechanical operation and has a one-
piece, gap free top surface for easy 
cleaning.

Effortless control
A clearly marked handset infinitely 
positions the headrest with the touch of 
a button.

Raise and lower
Adjust the height up and down while 
remaining level.

High to low tilt
Excellent tilt adjustment at any height.

Wrist Support option
Coated, 280mm wide, height adjustable 
and removable rest

Product Codes
Contour Recline Vertex; MPC-C-REVE
Wrist Support; MPT-CA-OWS
Pillow Support; MPT-CA-CO-OSS
Flat Headrest Cushion; MPT-CA-FHC

Summary
This solution is an ophthalmic examination chair that also 
allows for accurate head positioning and clear access for Eye, 
ENT, Plastics or Dental professionals. This design also works as 
an eye surgery chair or for use in a wide variety of medical 
contexts. The rigid locking headrest on this design has been 
crafted to be slimline with excellent leg clearance, bringing the 
patient close to help reduce back and neck strain whilst 
performing eye surgery or other procedures. Choose between 
scalloped head cushions or a standard flat surface for use with 
ring positioners and add specialised accessories to enhance 
surgical precision and patient support during recovery.

"Trusted products made for trusted professionals"

Return to Menu page
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Contour Portare
An all-purpose electric transport and recovery stretcher where Modsel design meets 
budget constraints.

Features
Economical transfer trolley
E-Point steering system
Emergency CPR backrest release
15° head and foot down Trendelenburg
300kg safe working load
400 - 830mm height range
Fully electric operation

 
150mm twin wheel castors
2135 x 815mm overall size
965mm wide top option
Dropside handrail PVC upgrade option
Includes foot end rail & electric knee break
Choice of 7 dropside armrest/end rail colours for 
easy identification
MADE IN AUSTRALIA

"Trusted products made for trusted professionals"

Return to Menu page
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Contour Portare
Ultra-low height
Very safe and easy for patients to get on 
and off.

The 400mm low platform height of this 
table takes away the requirement to use 
step stools or unnecessary heavy lifting. 
Sit and position your patient comfortably 
and then raise them to the desired work 
height with the touch of a button.

Excellent high height
Preserve your back and raise a patient up 
to your best working height.

Lifting the platform height up to 830mm 
(plus an extra 100mm for the mattress 
pad thickness), helps you to examine and 
treat your patient without having to 
stoop over, ensuring easy access and 
less stress. The backrest travels from 0 to 
85 degrees with emergency CPR quick 
release.

Head and foot tilt
A generous 15 degrees top tilt both 
directions.

Position a patient how you need them or 
quickly lower their head down (and feet 
up) in an emergency.

Easy customisation
Increase top width, change colours, 
mattress and dropside styles.

Whether it is a specialised medical clinic 
or a department in a large hospital, every 
single customer has their own unique 
requirements to be able to function 
safely and efficiently. This stretcher has a 
longer, 7 riser PVC upgrade dropside.

E-Point steering
A perfectly centred steer wheel ensures 
the stretcher always accurately tracks 
and turns.

Operated by a very light touch pedal 
action, this wheel positively pre-loads 
onto the floor to ensure strong grip and 
rides up and down effortlessly over 
bumps and hollows to keep traction. 
Turning left or right from either end gives 
the same steering result.

Foot end rail
If no other end accessory is required, this 
is supplied standard for a convenient 
push handle and mattress support.

Product Code
Contour Portare; MPT-C-PE2
150mm Wider Top; MPT-CA-WCT
PVC Dropside upgrade; MPT-CA-CP-PPVC

Summary
Helping patients on and off a general purpose stretcher has 
never been this easy or safe with a design that allows the 
mattress base down to 400mm, lower than a standard office 
chair height! 

Transport must always be considered and with our new E-
Point system, a strong grip with the floor and solid, perfectly 
centred steer wheel ensures the stretcher always accurately 
tracks and turns. We are now able to bring Modsel stretcher 
design into department areas such as emergency, theatre and 
day surgery at our most affordable price ever, helping to meet 
tighter budget constraints and maximising the number of 
working units available.

"Trusted products made for trusted professionals"

Return to Menu page
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Contour Jazz
A transport and recovery stretcher with enhanced patient safety, creating life and fun in a 
challenging environment.

Features
Economical transfer trolley for ED, Theatre and 
Day Surgery
E-Point steering system
Emergency CPR backrest release
Includes foot end board
Includes 16 riser dropsides folding from foot to
head
15° head and foot down Trendelenburg

 
300kg safe working load
400 - 830mm height range
150mm twin wheel castors
2135 x 815mm overall size
Fully electric operation with knee break
MADE IN AUSTRALIA

"Trusted products made for trusted professionals"

Return to Menu page
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Contour Jazz
Ultra-low height
Very safe and easy for patients to get on 
and off.

The 400mm low platform height of this 
table takes away the requirement to use 
step stools or unnecessary heavy lifting. 
Sit and position your patient comfortably 
and then raise them to the desired work 
height with the touch of a button.

Jungle Theme

Space Theme

Summary
Keeping patients safer on a general purpose stretcher has 
never been this easy with a design that allows the mattress 
base down to 400mm, lower than a standard office chair 
height! 

Transport must always be considered and with our new E-
Point system, a strong grip with the floor and solid, perfectly 
centred steer wheel ensures the stretcher always accurately 
tracks and turns. This Modsel stretcher is designed for 
department areas such as emergency, theatre and day surgery 
and is available in a range of fun and colourful themes.

Product Code
MPT-C-JAZZ

Decal Code
MPT-CJA-SPACE
MPT-CJA-SEA
MPT-CJA-JUNGLE

"Trusted products made for trusted professionals"

Return to Menu page
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Contour Classic
The most flexible custom design platform 
available for a transport and recovery 
stretcher.

Features
Fully customisable stretcher
A variety of dropside options
Emergency CPR backrest release
15° head and foot down Trendelenburg
Electric and hydraulic versions available
300kg safe working load
Electric height ranges: from 440 - 810 (std) up to 
540 - 910mm
Hydraulic height ranges: 530 - 760, 565 - 830 (std) 
or 630 - 960mm
200mm castors and Ezi-Trak 5th wheel steering
2135 x 815mm overall size
705 narrow and 965mm wide top options
Includes foot end rail & electric knee break
Choice of 7 dropside armrest/end rail colours for 
easy identification
MADE IN AUSTRALIA

Product Code
Electric - MPT-C-CE
Hydraulic - MPT-C-CH Foot end rail Hydraulic option

Summary
The most flexible platform of all our stretcher range. 
The twin column design allows for several height 
range choices - we can build in a low height range 
for patient egress care or higher height ranges for 
better equipment or surgeon access with less strain 
during procedures. 

Tailor make the Contour Classic with shorter, longer, 
narrower and wider top sizes and select from a 
range of dropside styles to suit specialised 
procedures or the patient type you are working 
with. To simply put it, there is a high level of 
customisation possible with many accessory 
mounting options and solutions.

"Trusted products made for trusted professionals"

Return to Menu page
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Contour Endosurge
An endoscopy imaging stretcher with a sliding top for quick and easy patient positioning.

Features
Sliding top and cut-away base cover
400mm slide; 140mm to head and 260mm to foot 
from centre
Split dropside option (shown) and mid-position 
catch upgrades
Emergency CPR backrest release
15° head and foot down Trendelenburg
Electric and hydraulic versions available
300kg safe working load
Electric height ranges: 570 - 940mm

 
Hydraulic ranges: 530 - 760, 565 - 830 or 630 - 
960mm (std)
200mm castors and Ezi-Trak 5th wheel steering
2135 x 815mm overall size
705 narrow and 965mm wide top options
Includes foot end rail & electric knee break
Choice of 7 dropside armrest/end rail colours for 
easy identification
MADE IN AUSTRALIA

"Trusted products made for trusted professionals"

Return to Menu page
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Contour Endosurge
Slide to head
Unlock and move the top 140mm 
towards the head end from centre 
position.

Release the top lock and easily slide the 
stretcher top back or forwards to 
position your patient without having to 
significantly move the heavy C-arm 
imaging camera.

Slide to foot
Unlock and move the top 260mm 
towards the foot end from the centre 
position.

Release the top lock and easily slide the 
stretcher top back or forwards to 
position your patient without having to 
significantly move the heavy C-arm 
imaging camera.

Hydraulic option
Non-powered, manually operated 
stretcher option.

In some cases, such as small or remote 
facilities, or large high pressure 
departments, hydraulically operated 
stretchers may be more beneficial, with 
simple mechanical servicing and without 
the requirement of regular charging or 
power cords.

Foot end rail
If no other end accessory is required, this 
is supplied standard for a convenient 
push handle and mattress support.

Summary
Take away the effort of re-positioning a heavy C-Arm X-Ray 
camera. For quick and easy movement of the patient, unlock 
the stretcher top and slide it a generous distance back or 
forwards. 

Our aim is to provide more freedom and take strain off your 
backs. The cutaway base cover allows more clearance for the 
camera under the stretcher whilst bringing it closer to the floor 
for a lower working height.

Product Code
Contour Endosurge Electric - MPT-C-EE
Contour Endosurge Hydraulic - MPT-C-EH
Split fold dropside option - MPT-CA-SDS

"Trusted products made for trusted professionals"

Return to Menu page
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Contour Endo-X
The endoscopy imaging stretcher with a 
'C' base for complete freedom of camera 
movement.

Features
Increased column spacing with left or right hand 
chassis
C shaped base for maximum camera clearance
Emergency CPR backrest release
15° head and foot down Trendelenburg
Split dropside option (shown) and mid-position 
catch upgrades
300kg safe working load
Electric height range: 570 - 940mm
200mm large bearing castors
2135 x 815mm overall size
705 narrow and 965mm wide top options
Choice of 7 dropside armrest/end rail colours for 
easy identification
MADE IN AUSTRALIA

Product Codes
Contour Endo-X - MPT-C-EX
Split fold dropside option - MPT-CA-SDS

Summary
An increased distance between the lifting columns 
of this stretcher allows excellent coverage with the 
C-Arm X-Ray camera, avoiding the risks of re-
positioning and moving patients during procedures.

Complete freedom of movement is also facilitated 
by the single rear bar joining the stretcher base, 
which creates ample space for the camera and 
leaves no restriction to the working height required 
by staff.

"Trusted products made for trusted professionals"

Return to Menu page
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Contour E-Vertex
A fully electric procedure stretcher with effortless head positioning and comfortable 
access.

Features
Infinitely adjustable, slimline headrest
Touch button electronic headrest control
Extremely stable, rigid locking headrest
Smooth and gap free cushion platform
300kg safe working load
Emergency CPR backrest release
15° head and foot down Trendelenburg
Electric height range: 505 - 875mm

 
200mm castors and Ezi-Trak 5th wheel steering
2210 x 815mm overall with 965mm wide option
Standard scalloped or flat headrest cushion option
Removable wrist and pillow support accessories
Includes foot end rail & electric knee break
Choice of 7 hand rail colours for easy identification
MADE IN AUSTRALIA

"Trusted products made for trusted professionals"

Return to Menu page
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Contour E-Vertex

Slim and clean
The ultra thin design safely hides all 
mechanical operation and has a one-
piece, gap free top surface for easy 
cleaning.

Effortless control
A clearly marked handset infinitely 
positions the headrest with the touch of 
a button.

Raise and lower
Adjust the height up and down while 
remaining level.

High tilt
Excellent raise height with up and down 
tilt adjustment.

Low tilt
A practical low height with up and down 
tilt adjustment.

Pillow Support option
Lightweight removable frame with 
cushions to help support a pillow during 
recovery

Wrist Support option
Coated, 280mm wide, height adjustable 
and removable rest

Fold-back design
The wrist support flips away to allow 
quick and easy access to the patient

Product Codes
Contour E-Vertex; MPT-C-VE-E
Wrist Support; MPT-CA-OWS
Pillow Support; MPT-CA-CO-OSS
Flat Headrest Cushion; MPT-CA-FHC

Summary
A surgeon must be comfortable and completely sure of the 
supporting equipment used during delicate surgery 
procedures.

The extremely stable, rigid locking headrest on this stretcher is 
designed slimline with excellent leg clearance, bringing the 
patient close to help reduce back and neck strain whilst 
performing surgery. Quickly and safely position a patients head 
to exactly where it needs to be with our unique touch button, 
electric positioning system*. Choose between the standard 
scalloped head cushion or a flat surface for use with a gel ring 
and add specialised accessories to enhance surgical precision 
and patient support during recovery.

*International patents pending

"Trusted products made for trusted professionals"

Return to Menu page
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Stretcher Mattress
High grade mattress with excellent 
durability and pressure relieving comfort 
for patient stretchers.

Features
Thicknesses that aid egress and imaging
Protran mattress - single foam layer
Premia mattress - 3 effective foam layers
Premia Barituff mattress - 4 support layers 
(110mm thick 60 - 350kg, 150mm thick 45 - 400kg 
therapeutic support loads)
Welded ‘double coated’ stretch cover
Non-slip base design
Permanent care label
New technology fluid proof zip (excludes 75mm 
mattress)
MADE IN AUSTRALIA

Product Code
75mm Protran Mattress; MPT-CM-75-PTP
100mm Protran Mattress; MPT-CM-100-PTP
100mm Premia Mattress; MPT-CM-100-PRP
110mm Barituff Mattress; MPT-CM-110-PRB
150mm Barituff Mattress; MPT-CM-150-PRB

Mattress Size
Standard; 680 W x 1900mm L
Narrow; 570mm W x 1900mm L
Wide; 830mm W x 1900mm L
Barituff; 980mm W x 1900mm L

Mattress Shape
Square Ends (electric stretcher)
Truncated End (hydraulic stretcher)

Pressure care design Welded cover

Sealed zip Care label

Pressure mapped Protran

Summary
The Contour Premia mattress has been designed to 
optimize patient weight capacity and comfort by 
using a selection of quality foam layers to help in 
both preventing patients from bottoming and 
pressure reduction. The Contour Protran mattress 
is recommended for short stay patients with a single 
medium density foam section to facilitate special 
patient transfers or clear imaging.

"Trusted products made for trusted professionals"

Return to Menu page
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Premium Stretcher Mattress
High performance mattress with outstanding durability and patient support for 
demanding acute environments.

Features
5-layered high performance core with 40 - 300kg
therapeutic support load
Dual interface and central immersion regions with
firm base support layer
Integrated profile stabilizing sides and unique
hinging system
Double coated, welded polyurethane cover with
fluid proof zip
Superior 110mm mattress thickness

 
Non-slip base material with high friction grip
5 year core foam and 4 year cover warranty
Custom sizing and labeling available
MADE IN AUSTRALIA

"Trusted products made for trusted professionals"

Return to Menu page
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Premium Stretcher Mattress

Stabilizing sides
High density bars down each side help to 
prevent roll off and assist the patient 
during egress by increased side strength 
of the mattress.

Premium pressure relief
The special combination of foam 
densities and layers provide superior 
patient support.

Profile cut sides
Strategically placed reliefs allow this 
thicker and denser mattress to conform 
to the stretcher surface contouring.

Fluid proof zip
The unique zip design seals when closed 
to resist fluid penetration, with the added 
protection of a premium waterfall flap.

Non-slip base
A specially coated base fabric helps to 
prevent unwanted movement of the 
mattress and grip the stretcher surface 
without requiring mechanical fastenings. 
This allows quick access and fast cleaning 
of the patient surfaces.

Summary
The Premia Forte pressure relieving stretcher support surface 
is our high spec version of the standard Contour Premia 
mattress. The specialised core structure provides best 
protection to patients at risk of injury without compromising 
support in crucial areas. A Premiflex stretcher cover provides 
ultimate patient comfort and protection. This mattress delivers 
an effective outcome - combining both high risk pressure care 
and longevity for demanding stretcher applications.

Product Code
Truncated End (hydraulic stretcher); MPT-CM-110-PRF
Square Ends (electric stretcher); MPT-CM-110-PRPF

Mattress Size
Standard; 680 W x 1900mm L
Narrow; 570mm W x 1900mm L
Wide; 830mm W x 1900mm L

"Trusted products made for trusted professionals"

Return to Menu page
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Orbit-Drive
Taking patient transport to a new level in carer welfare with zero effort, 4-way power drive.

Features
Forward, back and sideways powered drive
Intuitive height adjustable controls with 
emergency stop

 
Powerful electric drive centre steer wheel

"Trusted products made for trusted professionals"

Return to Menu page
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Orbit-Drive

Adjustable controls
Lower the drive controls down below the 
mattress height for enhanced patient 
access and specialised accessory use.

Adaptable
Install the power drive system on many 
of the Contour stretcher models

Powerful drive
An electric driven wheel pressured onto 
the floor that provides excellent traction 
and center steering.

Sideways movement
The unique rotating design allows the 
stretcher to be driven in any direction - 
forwards, backwards and sideways!

Summary
Take all the human effort out of pushing and jostling stretchers 
with an intuitive and intelligent drive system designed for easy 
use by any operator. Natural movement controls the speed 
and direction of the stretcher with the ability to stop very 
quickly by pulling back. 

Help prevent the most common carer strain injuries by taking 
the back twist out of moving a stretcher forwards, backwards 
and sideways. Importantly, we haven’t overlooked safety 
features such as emergency stop and system lock out, which 
are standard. Add this system to our traditional vertical column 
stretcher designs such as Contour Barituff, Classic, Deluxe and 
Multi-X to improve both standard and Bariatric patient 
transport.

Product Code
MPT-CA-EDU
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Dropside Options
There are a range of dropside options available to customise any stretcher to suit your 
special requirements.

Features
Multi-riser dropside options for closer spacings
Split fold option for safer patient access
Horizontal rail designs for longitudinal support

 
Flush folding option for mattress transfer or x-ray
Mid position lock option for easier patient access
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Dropside Options

16 riser dropsides
Close up the spacing's to 100mm centers 
with extra risers for a safe side rail for 
patients requiring extra support.

Choice of folding from head end towards 
foot or foot end towards head (pictured).

7 riser dropsides
Close up the spacing's to 250mm centers 
with extra risers for a safe side rail for 
patients requiring extra support.

Choice of folding from head end towards 
foot (pictured) or foot end towards head.

Split folding dropsides
Enhance access to either the head or 
foot end of the patient without 
compromising safety.

Fold all four sections down together or 
independently. Supplied standard with 
mid-position catches.

Flush folding dropsides
Fold down the dropsides to flush with 
trolley top, allowing slide transfer of 
mattress or horizontal x-ray.

Uses the slim aluminium handrail 
section. Choice of folding from head end 
towards foot (pictured) or foot end 
towards head on any dropside riser 
configuration.

Mid-position lock
Pair of catches with a mid locking 
position for special access to the patient.

Choice of folding from head end towards 
foot (pictured) or foot end towards head. 
Supplied standard on split dropsides.

Deluxe dropsides
Full length glide-away siderails that 
provide horizontal support and a zero 
transfer gap.

Summary
We understand that there are different ways that patients 
must be transported and procedures performed. Safety comes 
first, which is why we've developed a selection of side rail 
options, to ensure you can have the right outcome for your 
department's requirements.

Product Codes
16 riser dropsides - MPT-CA-16RD
7 riser dropsides - MPT-CA-7RD
Split fold dropsides - MPT-CA-SDS
Flush fold dropsides - MPT-CA-FFD
Mid position lock - MPT-CA-CMP
Deluxe dropsides - MPT-C-D
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Stretcher IV Poles
Include a standard removable or fold 
down IV Pole with your stretcher.

Features
A strong and safe hook design
Light and easy 'lift out' auto-lock hanger
Non-rotational design to prevent tube tangling
High strength locking for heavy loads
Tough construction from stainless steel and nylon
Easy 'pull-down' release from any angle
Large 28mm diameter stand body for ease of 
pump mounting
Friction retainer mount for effortless use
Removable and permanent fold down options
705mm up to 1135mm total height
10kg weight capacity, 5kg per hook
Only 1kg total weight

Product Code
Standard IV Pole - MPT-CA-IVP
Folding IV Pole - MPT-CA-FIV

 

Standard IV storage Folding IV Pole

Summary
Constructed tough from stainless steel and nylon,  
these clever non-rotational IV poles are designed to  
withstand the harshest use and make daily life 
easier by helping to prevent the tangling of critical  
soft tubing and cords. Simply lift out the hanger to  
any height and it automatically locks into an infinite  
position. Pull the lock body down from any direction  
to release and lower. The standard removable IV fits 
into all four corners of a stretcher top and stores 
underneath in the base if there is provision. The 
folding IV fits onto either end of the stretcher top  
and can be installed to fold down either to the left  
or right. 
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Oxy Holders
A selection of coated stainless steel oxy 
bottle holders that can be mounted 
vertically or horizontally.

Features
Tough, powder coated stainless steel basket 
construction
Vertical basket size for up to 120mm diametre 
bottle; 320mm deep x 150mm wide
A range of vertical mount positions - low, high with 
swivel or 45 and 90 degree fixed angles
Horizontal basket size for up to 140mm diametre 
bottle; 600mm long x 180mm wide
Horizontal basket can vary in hanging height 
depending on stretcher models; typically 280mm

Product Code
Vertical Rail Mount - MPT-CA-VO2
Vertical Corner Mount Swivel - MPT-CA-VCO2
Vertical Corner Mount Fixed 45 - MPT-CA-VCO2-45
Vertical Corner Mount Fixed 90 - MPT-CA-VCO2-90
Vertical Corner High Mount Swivel - MPT-CA-
VCUO2
Vertical Corner High Mount Fixed 45 - MPT-CA-
VCUO2-45
Vertical Corner High Mount Fixed 90 - MPT-CA-
VCUO2-90
Horizontal Oxy Holder - MPT-CA-HO2

 

Vertical Corner Mount Vertical Corner High Mount

Horizontal Oxy Holder Horizontal Oxy Holder

Summary
Due to so many wide and varied departmental 
requirements for specific oxy bottle sizes and  
positioning, we have developed a range of options.  
Larger bottles can be laid horizontally to ensure  
they are kept out of the way and smaller bottles are 
commonly mounted vertically. Some prefer 'fixed',  
non-moving positions and others require 'swinging'  
options that allow the bottles to be moved aside if  
they become an obstruction during transport. There 
is also the option to support bottles vertically both  
above and below the patient surface.
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Document Holder
Strong powder coated wire basket that is 
hung or mounted for document storage.

Features
Ultra-tough, powder coated, 5mm steel wire 
construction
External size; 390mm wide x 80mm deep x 
230mm high
Internal size; 380mm wide x 60mm deep x 
225mm high
Hang on the inside or outside of a stretcher end 
rail
Wall and accessory mounting options

Product Code
MPT-CA-DCH

Summary
Document holders can be used in a variety of ways 
for many different storage requirements. In the past 
we have mounted holders on either end or in 
special places around a stretcher, off accessories 
such as the dropdown foot board and even on the 
walls around the stretcher holding bays. We can 
customise sizes and designs and will work with you 
to ensure you can maximise department efficiency. Removable holder
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Dropdown Foot Board
Padded fold-down foot board to increase 
the length of the patient surface.

Features
High density foam covered in welded stretch 
material
Tough board construction in a one-piece hospital 
grade plastic
Stainless steel lift and lock folding hinge
530mm wide x 330mm high (250mm high cushion)
Adds an extra 310mm to the length of a mattress

Product Code
MPT-CA-DDF

Summary
Padded for patient comfort, the removable 
dropdown foot board has molded handles for 
pushing the stretcher and with a simple 'lift and lay' 
action, folds down to quickly increase the length of 
the mattress area.

Fold down
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Weigh Scales
Add a weigh scale system to Contour 
Stretchers for ease of patient measuring 
and tracking.

Features
200g accuracy
Auto off with weight memory function
Freeze weight to allow for additional accessories
Excludes Contour Portare stretcher models

Product Code
MPT-CA-WS

Summary
Simply press the power button, allow to settle and 
zero the read out. Add the patient for an instant 
read at 200g accuracy. This system is designed to 
allow you to record the patients weight and then 
add or remove accessories as desired. There is no 
risk of of power drain with the auto off and yet 
patient weight usefully retained for reference. 

Easy to use
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Dropside Padding
Provide extra protection for recovering patients with a selection of padded bumper 
systems for stretcher dropsides.

Features
Stiff board backed bumper system
Lift and roll feature allowing use without removal
Quick install pocket system

 
25mm high density padding
Welded cover materials for easy cleaning
Sizes to fit any dropside style
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Dropside Padding

Padded Bumpers
Stiff plastic backed bumpers with welded 
stretch padding that resists high limb 
force.

Unique access
Lift and roll to the outside of the 
dropside, allowing raise and lowering 
without removal.

Wall hanging point incorporated for easy 
storage.

Padded Pockets
Tough vinyl padding on both sides of the 
dropsides protecting both the patient 
and carer.

Removable design
Unclip and quickly lift off for unrestricted 
patient access and easy cleaning.

Sizing options
Both bumpers and pockets can be 
supplied as full length versions or to fit 
different dropside styles.

Summary
A recovering or restless patient can cause themselves serious 
harm on the metal risers and rails of standard dropsides. We 
have developed some ways for the carer to quickly and easily 
increase the level of protection and provide a soft, padded 
surface for patients limbs. Our board system can be flipped to 
the outside of the stretcher allowing the dropsides to be raised 
and lowered without having to remove the bumpers from the 
trolley. Pockets can slide on over the dropside which are quick 
to use, however must be removed to lower the sides.

Product Codes
Padded Bumpers (pair); MPT-CA-PDB-P
Padded Pockets (pair); MPT-CA-PDB-D
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Meal Tray
Tough tray constructed from fluid proof 
board with a patient comfort cutaway.

Features
Clips onto the stretcher dropside rail
Board sizes to suite narrow, standard and wide 
stretcher tops
Very tough, easy to clean fluid proof design

Product Code
MPT-CA-MLT

Summary
Quickly add this compact meal tray which can be 
supplied to clip onto the stretcher dropside. The 
tray is constructed of a tough, one piece medical 
grade board that is very easy to clean. There is a 
recess to ensure patient comfort. This tray can be 
customised to any shape or size if required.
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